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Yubl __2015

Yubl burst into the social network app scene in 2015 like a 
rocket. Its uniqueness lied is in its functional buttons that 
where interactive in real time, its large catalogue of animated 
chat stickers and instant peer-to-peer connectivity. Yubl also 
came up with a voting button long before Instagram did.
Shortly after launch, Yubl reached #4 at free Social Networking 
apps in Appstore (UK) and had close to 1 million installs and 
around 200k MAU.
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As the Yubl brand guardian, I was the point of contact for all the 
outsourced London creative agencies we hired to help us, which made 
it dire to have clear governance and a suite of brand guidelines in place 
to ensure consistency and efficiency.

YUBL BRAND MANUAL



COMMUNICATING THE BIGGER PICTURE BETWEEN 
INTERNAL TEAMS AND BRAND PARTNERS



TIE-UPS FOR
BRAND PARTNERSBrand Partners using the Yubl platform to reach their audiences needed a clear

mark to signify that. The immediate brief was a simple and clear system that 
respects the brand dynamics of both Yubl as a platform but also the Partners.
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PHOTOS BY TIPHAINE ROLAND



YUBL AMBASSADOR
MANUALWe created a flexible grid system based on colour proportions that

were relative to each user’s initials. This came quite early on and solved
the problem of not being able to uplad a custom profile image at that point.

The How to yubl 
manual was created 
for the Yubl influencers 
and partners. It had a 
strict utilitarian 
purpose and we 
needed to make sure 
that it communicated 
all the things we 
wanted to.



Yubl  Hero Billboard



Yubl  Hero Billboard

As Yubl began skyrocketing, the 
immediate brief was to collaborate 
closely with the Marketing 
department and support their 
activations calendar with 
designing more promo materials, 
from socks to a dj booth.





ASHTONS AND VIDEO 
GRAPHICS



The website is formed of different parts 
such as the FAQ, the contact page, the 
verified page allowing brands and 
celebrities to get specific accounts to 
post on the Explore part of the app.

YUBL WEBSITE



USER PROFILE
PLACEHOLDER SYSTEMWe created a flexible grid system based on colour proportions that

were relative to each user’s initials. This came quite early on and solved
the problem of not being able to uplad a custom profile image at that point.



DEFINING THE YUBL OWNED
CONTENT DESIGNWe took advantage of the huge momentum - the Content team was churning out 

lots of ideas that all needed to look as part of the same family. For this reason I 
took the initiative to design a series of teaser posts in order to demonstrate to the 
designers how we can use palette, typography, texture and photography to 
establish mini-brands for each account.



CONTENT 

As new Brand Partners rushed onto the Yubl platform, high volumes of content 
were being produced and were going live every day. As the Creative Lead, I 
kept a close eye and supported the teams with frequent updates, reviews of 
new style candidates and onboarded new designers.



STICKER PACK STRATEGYBeing a new breed of a messaging app, our users had to be spoilt with cool and 
expressive stickers, animations, sounds and fonts. Trying to solve the problem of 
staying relative and abreast with trends and memes, I introduced a sticker pack 
creation strategy that worked in three tiers, with varying speed of response and 
cost. In-house, Emerging artists and Rockstar artists.

TADO

SIMON LANDREN E-BOY ROB FLOWERS

MARYLOU FAVRE JACK SACKS



STICKERS AND DATAGetting the right kind of composer fonts and stickers was a huge challenge.
We observed closely the sticker usage data  and made the needed amends to 
achieve a balanced sticker content. It also informed us of the least used 
stickers-which we could then remove and replace with more user-relevant 
ones.



OFFICIAL YUBL
IMESSAGE STICKER PACKiMessage stickers were the new best thing and we didn’t want to miss out

on this opportunity. It allowed us to reach to both our fanbase and also new
audience - in a strange fashion - as they were discovering our stickers before our 
app.



For the TVC of Yubl we wanted to
use the fractals as a central point, 
but this time rendered from actual 
paper. We also shifted a bit to a 
less toned-down palette to allow 
a more artisanal side to it.

PAPERCRAFT BY JESS DEACON



BANNERS



• 1 million installed users

• 200k monthly active users

• No4 app in Social Networking  
apps on UK Appstore, beating 
Skype and Viber

RESULTS AFTER LAUNCH



Kingfisher Digital __2017

Kingfisher plc is an international home improvement company 
with over 1360 stores in nine countries across Europe, and its 
brands include B&Q, Castorama, Brico Dépôt and Screwfix.
In 2017, a train the trainer initiative took place between the 
operating companies, so my team worked closely with the 
stakeholders of the initiative to design an end-to end 
experience for the 2-day training convention held at France.

Role: Lead Brand Designer CollateralBranding Print Mobile app
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Yubl  Hero Billboard

A complete, lean branding 
solution for a 2-day training event, 
aimed at unifying the experience 
between various product lines
across different markets.

Notepad, lanyards and Training Certificate



Yubl  Hero BillboardTOTEBAGSThe central concept is the window of opportunity 
which is represented by the blue outline. The various 
abstract shapes  are depicting the knowledge that
is being transferred through the employees and 
OPCOs, always in constant motion.



GUIDEBOOK

40-page Guidebook containing the 
2-day programme agenda, 

Principles, How to’s and all the 
training activities



Trainer Notepad FreebieKingfisher Digital __



Trainer Notepad Freebie

MOBILE APP



Trainer Notepad FreebieKingfisher Digital __
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